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About This Game

Presentation

Threads of Destiny is an RPG developed by Warfare Studios, the team already behind Vagrant Hearts, Ashes of Immortality,
Valiant: Resurrection and Midnight's Blessing.

Plot

A young girl has the ability to completely heal anyone with a simple touch.
Follow Illya and her two brothers on a quest to understand the gift she's been given.

Best-selling games by Warfare Studios

http://store.steampowered.com/app/368250
http://store.steampowered.com/app/362130
http://store.steampowered.com/app/370640
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So here is what's up with this game.

1) most of the people dont write reviews of the game itself, they are usually based on the WebLobby which this actually is.
  1-A)You can Play MOST games that uses the Spring RTS engine,
  1-B)The Negative reviews are only because these people are basically cancer to any game they play BECAUSE; They are super
annoyed by tiny flaws in the Lobby, or because of a slight malfunction they get Feminism level triggered
2) Most of the games associated with the Spring RTS engine are mods to the prequel of Planet Annihilation, Total Annihilation,
and so they call this a mod as well (\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing dumbasses) The only similarities it has to the other games are
that they use the same; Maps, Lobbies, Engine, and occasional unit name
  2-A) This game is basically a stand alone game, but it's awesome. The Community to "Evolution RTS" is amazing but small,
now I wasnt talking about the most popular game "Balanced Annihilation" because boy I can tell you some bad examples from
EVERYONE over there including some of the admins, but not the developer
  2-B) people complain on small ammount of units buuuut let's be honest here; It has more units in it than the entirety of the
Popular "Starcraft" series

Now let\u2019s talk about the actual game here:
The game is very simple and I mean VERY simple, but it\u2019s not at the same time.
It\u2019s simple cause it self-explanatory, but in a game it\u2019s not so simple.
You have Metal, Energy, and Supply as your resources that each do their own thing:
Supply: serves as an army cap
Metal: build stuff
Energy is used for ammunition and upgrading stuff.
Metal Extractors give you metal, generators give you energy, and Supply Depots give you 10 supply and storage for energy and
metal.
You got 5 types of units:
Hbots: cheap strong hitters with good range, but slow with no armored units
All-Terrain: very good Versitile class, but they don\u2019t have any outstanding strength
Hover: Best range and great in late-game, but early game they are kind of weak
Amphibious: Fast-Powerful-Versitile, however they use up a lot of energy to attack, and they have really low health
Air: Great at EVERYTHING, but they\u2019re expensive so they\u2019re \u201cbalanced\u201d (I\u2019m biased against
them)
Now that\u2019s the strengths and weaknesses of each class of unit, but T3 units are just good all around.
Now that you got the most basic of basic introductions to the game you\u2019ll have to learn the rest on your own.

Now lets keep in mind that it's a single developer with a little bit of help here and there so it's not completely perfect, but it's fun
with a great community. Bought this for my boy after he watched some YouTube videos on it. Honestly, it looked more
interesting on YouTube than when I tried it myself.

Using the controller for this game is harder than using the keyboard. It is hard to gauge the distance and angle of the prey
relative to your own fish. A fix needs to be put in to make controller easier.

Wish list - a Story mode where you can save the game, mate, make babies, grow as a family and feed as a pack. Basically an
easier mode which is more forgiving.

I recommend it because I think this game has lots of potential if the devs can improve the gameplay and balancing. Hope it gets
more support.. Brief overview:
What is it?

Pako 2 in it's most simple form can be described as a twin-stick shooter, getaway driving simulator.
You start yourself off with either a sedan or a van and from there enter the world of Pako 2
Once ingame you either follow the marker or make your own way to one of the many jobs and pickup the criminals.
Once the criminals are in your car, you put your foot to the floor, or rather your finger to the trigger or button in some cases,
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trying to get them to their escape point where you'll be given a set amount of cash depending on how fast you were.

Gameplay:
Pako 2 improves on the previous game by giving you purpose and meaning behind the driving. Before it was simply don't get
arrested.
Now with the incentive of money and wanting to upgrade your guns or cars, you make your way from job to job, stacking as
much
cash as you feel comfortable with before making for an escape. With each of the 20+ jobs possible in each level you do, you'll
also be
rewarded with a multiplier on the money and even an extra chunk of cash for actually escaping the police. But be sure to
remember that
after so many jobs, police will keep coming back, harder and better than before, in a more intense attempt at taking you down.

While using one thumbstick to turn your vehicle, your other thumb is focused on shooting the cops and even clearing traffic at
times.
As I mentioned, upgrading guns is a big thing in Pako 2. Every gun plays differently from one another. From the pistol you start
with dealing a barely usable amount of damage you can move to a shotgun which will deal damage across multiple cop cars at
once,
or maybe even go to a minigun where you can fire out a more focused blast of damage toward the cops.
It's fun trying them all and seeing what fits your preference and gameplay style.

While there are a wide range of vehicles to be chosen ingame, and some of them look interesting and unique,
In my personal time of playing Pako 2, I didn't feel as if I needed to swap vehicles so I mainly kept to my starting two and just
upgraded them as I progressed and had the money available to me. However sometihng to do with the cars that really appealed
to me
was the ability to have a "Mod" and what these mods would do is things like slow down time with the "bullet time" mod.
Then there were others such as "Mines" which well, they let you drop a mine behind you as you drove on. While there are only
four different mods, each one makes the game feel quiet different which is nice to see from something that seems like such a
small
option.

Visuals:

As far as visuals go, Pako 2 goes for an eighties VHS kind of feel and I personally really am a fan of it. You can turn this VHS
mode off in the settings but why would you?
I personally believe it gives the game a bit more character and personality than without it. Aside from that however the visuals
are somewhat simplistic and won't take anything
more than a Nvidia 8600 GT to run the game, at least according to the steam page. With most steam users running the GTX
1060 followed by the GTX 750ti graphics card according to Rock paper shotgun, 60fps should be no issue at all.

Replayability:
Pako 2 is all about replayability. The game is's all about building up your cars, getting new guns and trying out abilities. There
are so many different combinations of vehicles, abilities and guns that you could replay this game
a very large number of times and end up sinking more time than you expect into it. Not only is it fun but it's somewhat mindless
fun, once you get used to everything you can take it as a pretty chilled out game.
Do a couple jobs, escape, upgrade, repeat. However on the flip side of that, you can go full tryhard mode and attempt to
complete all of the level's jobs within one run followed by escaping.
Something I have yet to do but hope I'll be able to at some point.

Verdict:
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Pako 2 is a major improvement from the first game and is overall a really fun time waster with enough depth and replayability
to keep you coming back for more. However there are times when the game can be a bit too challanging
and while that's more than likely to be a lack of skill, it may push some casual players off from wanting to pick up and have a go
at this game.. DO NOT TAKE "just one more turn!". You'll start at 10pm and realize it's 4am by the time you're done.. Thought
chapter 1 was spooky? Try this on for size.

It's something else.. This game was my first one in the Hunter series and I'd played it a lot even before I actually got it on Steam
to support the devs. I really loved this game, but everything changed when I tried the Hunter Classic. Now I can't see Call of the
Wild with the same eyes as before. The Hunter Classic is so much better it hurts. More realistic, more filled with content, more
diverse and complex, more stable and with less bugs and I would even say more graphic. Because to comfortably play Call of
the Wild on Ultra settings you need a much better PC than for the Classic, and when you lower the graphic settings to get more
fps, its quality seriously drops compared to the first game.
But actually it's not a bad game, it's just not as good as the Hunter Classic and more arcade, so I would recommend it as a
gateway for hunting simulators to inexperienced players with good gaming PCs. Hunting animals is easy here and having decent
hardware allows you to enjoy spectacular environments. Maybe after you get acquainted with hunting here, you would easier
transit to the Classic which is the true good hunting game.. They're pilots, not planes
If you wanted planes you probably should have checked the screenshots first. Even if you install the body of eep12, error
It does not work with just. I can not play.. gameplay is fun, achievement hunting is fun, excluding that damned gnome, and the
soundtrack is great
10\/10 would play plenty of times, but there will be no half life games with the number 3 in their title, so, not so fun.
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Twinfold is fantastic. The flat design artstyle is very pretty, and there's a surprising amount of strategy in how you use ablilities.
However, I don't see any reason to play the PC version over the mobile version, so maybe get the mobile version instead?. While
the the "game" is really simple it lacks... everything. And bugged as hell. Text is either unreadable or completely disappears,
vote numbers and money change randomly after exceeding certain limit. Can recommend only if you've got 20 minutes of spare
time and really into Ukraine political hype.. Such a cute and special game!^^
It had quite the philosophical and melancholic undertone to it, which i didn't expect and really liked.
I played through it once, and already felt like there is alot more to discover and i am impressed by how much flavor comes
through the dialogues and text boxes. It really feels like they all have different and somewhat conflicting personalities.

A warm and genuine experience that leaves you with a lingering feeling. =). Nice photo collection!. This is a great little VR
game, for the price you will be surprised how good it is, it's a cheaper version of Space Pirate Trainer.

Lots of fun for little money.
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